Modelling habitat persistence and impacts of management on the habitats of an endangered butterfly
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Abstract

1. In dynamic landscapes, effective species conservation requires an understanding of the spatial and temporal dynamics of species' habitats.
2. In this study, vegetation data across differently aged sites, site management history data and expert elicitation are used to estimate (i) expected habitat patch lifetimes and (ii) the impacts of habitat management history on how habitat quality changes through time for an early-successional habitat specialist, the endangered false heath fritillary butterfly (*Melitaea diamina*).
3. Results demonstrate the accelerated temporal dynamics experienced by false heath fritillary habitats, with the quality of false heath fritillary habitats peaking 2-3 years after management, and a median-sized habitat patch initially without tree cover predicted to become unsuitable 15 years after management due to overgrowth.
4. As a co-product of habitat management patterns, habitat succession and land use changes, non-conserved false heath fritillary habitats had an expected lifetime of 13.1 years.
5. This study demonstrates a method that can be used to estimate habitat network dynamics for an early-successional habitat specialists economically in situations where the urgency of conservation challenges favours fast decision-making.
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Introduction

Many open landscapes that are important insect habitats are characterised by continuous changes in habitat structure due to habitat succession, destruction and emergence. Such landscape dynamics may be caused by natural disturbances, such as fire (Harper 2007, Zwolak 2009), storms (Panayotov *et al.* 2011), floods (Stelter *et al.* 1997, Ballinger *et al.* 2007) and succession (Wahlberg *et al.* 2002), or by anthropogenic land use changes (van de Voorde *et al.* 2012). Past studies have shown that in these dynamic landscapes, species' viability depends on the interplay between species-specific traits and the availability of...
habitat through time; and in particular, whether or not species are able to colonize emerging habitats fast enough to compensate for extinctions that take place at disappearing habitats (Johst et al. 2011). For instance, rates of habitat destruction (DeWoody et al. 2005, Johst et al. 2011), the level of spatial aggregation of habitat destruction (Wilcox et al. 2006) and the average lifetime of a habitat patch (Boughton & Mal vadkar 2002) may all have significant impacts on species viability in dynamic landscapes. As such, effective conservation of insects in these mutable landscapes depends on an understanding of the spatio-temporal dynamics of their habitats in order to effectively manage for species persistence (Prach & Walker 2011).

For species that rely on specific types of early-successional habitat, habitat availability through time is driven by multiple natural and anthropogenic processes, such as the lengths of seral stages (intermediate stages of vegetation communities found in ecological succession) in the landscape (Foster & Tilman 2000, Bowles & Jones 2006, Alexander et al. 2012), and as a result, rates of habitat overgrowth (degradation of site quality as habitat type of interest due to ecological succession towards the next seral stage). These processes can be influenced by environmental covariates such as hydrology (Bowles & Jones 2006), elevation (Moral & Chang 2015) and by the land use histories of sites, an issue which has been examined in the context of studies that predict species diversity or community structure based on information about either historical land uses (Cousins & Eriksson 2002, Johansson et al. 2008), or the methods and frequencies of past site management activities (Harper 2007, Lourival et al. 2011, Török et al. 2014). Additional anthropogenic impacts on habitat availability include human land use activities, such as habitat destruction due to land use change and various types of habitat management activities (e.g. mowing or grazing), which may slow down or reset the process of habitat overgrowth.

In attempting to characterize the impacts of these multiple, interacting processes for conservation planning purposes, an important emergent property of dynamic landscapes is the average ‘lifetime’ of a habitat patch (i.e. length of time that a habitat patch persists), which frequently depends not only on the rate of habitat overgrowth, but also on the frequency of habitat management and rates of habitat destruction caused by land use change. Estimating habitat patch lifetimes from field data is complicated by the fact that new habitats are often discovered only once they have already been in existence for some time, and their age as habitable patches at the time of discovery may be unknown. One
approach to overcome such a challenge is to model annual habitat disappearance (an umbrella term used here to refer to the combined effects of habitat patch overgrowth and destruction) rates using exponential decay models, which have been used, among other things, to estimate annual habitat loss (Puyravaud 2003), the expected lifetimes of populations (Öckinger & Nilsson 2010) and mineral weathering rates in the soils (Yonekura et al. 2012). An age-independent modelling approach has the benefit of not assuming that the age of modelled particles are known, which enables the modelling of the disappearance rates of habitats subsequent to their initial discovery during field surveys. Estimates of annual disappearance rates can then be turned into estimates of expected habitat lifetimes.

The study of these different, interacting processes, and thus habitat availability for early successional species through time, has been complicated by the fact that the times series data needed to quantify these processes is often not available. In the absence of such information, chronosequence data (sets of differently aged study sites that allow for the use of space-for-time substitution; Pickett 1989) has been considered suitable for the study of short-term temporal change in species-poor systems (Foster & Tilman 2000, Walker et al. 2010), and applied to things like the modelling of vegetation composition of sites with respect to time since natural site disturbance (Hirst et al. 2005), abandonment (van de Voorde et al. 2012, Ellis & Ellis 2013), and management activities (Selwood et al. 2009). They have the benefit of requiring less time to implement than alternatives like time series studies; a useful feature in situations where the urgency of conservation challenges favours expedient decision-making over time-intensive data collection (Grantham et al. 2009, Walker et al. 2010, Canessa et al. 2015), though at the risk of providing unreliable results where the study system contains multiple alternative successional trajectories (Johnson & Miyanishi 2008, Walker et al. 2010). To address these concerns, some studies have attempted to assess the reliability of chronosequence study estimates by comparing them to independent estimates derived from other types of data, such as dendrochronological data (Alberti et al. 2009, Brienen et al. 2009).

This study investigates the potential for using vegetation data from a chronosequence of habitats discovered at different years in the past, complemented with information on the sites’ management history and expert knowledge about the way habitat quality changes through time, to investigate two temporal patterns of successional meadow habitats: (i) expected habitat patch lifetimes, and (ii) the impact of habitat management history on the
development of habitat quality. To address the concerns related to the use of
chronosequence data to estimate temporal habitat dynamics, we investigated the possibility
of validating the results of chronosequence studies by comparing them against temporal
habitat dynamics estimates elicited from experts (Martin et al. 2012, Perera et al. 2012).

As a case study, the habitats of an endangered Finnish butterfly, the false heath fritillary
*Melitaea diamina* (Lang, 1789; Nymphalidae), were studied across two regions of its
distribution. The false heath fritillary is a moist meadow specialist that has, like many
butterfly species, suffered from agricultural modernization and drainage of moist soils in
recent decades (van Swaay et al. 2006). Its habitat, moist *Valeriana sambucifolia* (J. C.
Mikan; Caprifoliaceae) meadows (Wahlberg 1997), has a tendency to be rapidly overgrown
by willows, and therefore often emerges at sites that are in transition from one land use to
another (e.g. tree sapling sites). The study aimed at answering the following questions: (i)
What is the expected lifetime of a false heath fritillary habitat patch? Does the expected
lifetime differ across study regions, across land use types or depending on site conservation
status? What are the causes of habitat disappearance and are patch disappearance events
aggregated in space? (ii) How many years does a false heath fritillary habitat persist
following management before it becomes overgrown? Does this time depend on the sites’
past management intensity or on the management methods used? Results provide a
demonstration of how multiple characteristics of a species’ temporal habitat dynamics can
be estimated for conservation purposes from the same set of chronosequence data.

**Material and Methods**

**Study areas and the selection of study sites**
The study areas consisted of false heath fritillary populations in two regions, the Pirkanmaa
region, SD1 (61.58°N, 24.05°E, 700 km²), located 10-20 km to the north of the city of
Tampere, Finland, and the West Coast region, SD2 (62.25°N 21.5°E, 1 600 km²), which spans
over a 150-km wide strip along the West Coast of Finland. The two distribution regions,
previously connected, have been separated due to habitat loss before the 1990s (Wahlberg
1996) and are now located 100 km apart. At the time of field study, SD1 consisted of 271
known habitat patches, half of which had been discovered and identified as suitable false
heath fritillary habitat by the end of the 1990s. SD2 consisted of 459 habitat patches, 70 of
which were discovered as suitable false heath fritillary habitat in 1996-2004 and the rest
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over the course of 2009-2012. Habitat patches and their boundaries had been originally recorded on habitat network maps by local environmental authorities or their collaborators based on the following criteria: landscape openness, availability of *Valeriana sambucifolia*, availability of nectar plants for adult butterflies (e.g. *Ranunculus* sp.), and preferably, but not necessarily, false heath fritillary sightings. In SD1, 17 of the habitat patches had been officially demarcated as false heath fritillary habitats by local environmental authorities, a status which forbids land use activities that are harmful to the false heath fritillary, while the rest of the habitat patches have been recorded for monitoring purposes only. Population dynamics of the false heath fritillary have been studied in SD1 by Wahlberg (1997), Wahlberg et al. (1996, 2002), Moilanen & Cabeza (2002), Ovaskainen (2004), and Cabeza et al. (2010), and in both regions by Fabritius et al. (2015). In both regions, monthly mean temperatures vary from -8°C to 16.5°C, the mean annual rainfall is approximately 650 mm and a permanent snow cover lasts for 3-5 months (Kersalo & Pirinen 2009).

For the field study, 101 study sites were selected, with the aim of including as much variation in the time since the sites were first discovered and recorded by the environmental authorities (*time since discovery*) as possible, in order to assemble a chronosequence dataset capable of estimating the expected lifetime of a habitat patch since its initial discovery. The selected sites included 35 old study sites in SD1 (discovered in 1995-1997) and 66 study sites of various ages in SD2 (4, 7 and 3 sites discovered in 1996, 2000 and 2004, respectively, and 52 discovered in 2009-2012). These differences in the distribution of *times since discovery* across the two study regions is due to the alternate histories of false heath fritillary conservation at the two distribution regions.

**Study site data**

*Site vegetation and false heath fritillary occupancy*

Study site vegetation was estimated in order to model it against the study sites’ management histories and their site age surrogate, time since discovery. Fieldwork in SD1 was carried out between 18-Jun-2012 and 12-Jul-2012 and in SD2 between 12-Jun-2012 and 30-Jun-2012 for 37 sites, and between 26-June-2013 and 12-Jul-2013 for 32 sites using the original site boundaries recorded by the local environmental authorities. During fieldwork, destroyed areas were marked as polygons in the study site maps (Fig. 1): this included areas that had either been converted into other land uses (e.g. field cultivation) or in which the
soil, moisture or light conditions had changed so that the herbal layer was dominated by species untypical to meadows (e.g. *Calluna vulgaris* or *Vaccinium myrtillus*). For the remaining (non-destroyed) study site area, the following parameters were estimated based on visual observation, using 2-meter long measurement bars as aids in the visual estimation of heights: average tree height (m), tree cover (%), average willow height (m), willow cover (%), average height of grassy vegetation (cm) and forb cover (%). In eight cases of large-size study sites (mean size 1.8 ha) that had thick vegetation or rough terrain due to habitat overgrowth, parts of the study sites (less than half of the total area) were excluded from detailed estimation and vegetation parameters were estimated based on the visited area.

Since the host plant of the false heath fritillary, *V. sambucifolia*, typically grows in the false heath fritillary meadows in aggregates, a host plant density estimate for the non-destroyed study site area was created as follows. First, host plant aggregates were marked based on visual observation as polygons on the study site map and the resulting polygons were classified into host plant density classes (Fig. 1). Next, at least one 15 m transect line was placed randomly within each host plant density class, four transects altogether per each study site, and the number of individual host plant ramets was counted within 50 cm on each side of the transect. The transect counts were used to estimate host plant densities for each density class and, finally, the host plant density of each study site was estimated by using an area-weighted average of the class-specific host plant densities.

Records of false heath fritillary occupancy (the existence of sightings of adult false heath fritillary butterflies) were compiled for sites across both study regions in order to permit modelling of site occupancy based on key vegetation parameters. In SD1, false heath fritillary occupancy was monitored at 32 sites during vegetation surveys. This monitoring was undertaken during good weather conditions by surveying the entire area of a study site once by maintaining a slow but steady walking pace. In SD2, false heath fritillary occupancy data from a monitoring survey that took was in 2012 was used for 18 study sites in order to allow for carrying out vegetation surveys regardless of weather conditions.

Finally, to compare the relative importance of patch connectivity versus vegetation composition in determining site occupancy, Incidence Function Model patch connectivity measures were calculated for each study site using the Harrison *et al.* (2011) formula.
\[ S_i = \sqrt{A_i \sum_{j \neq i} \exp(-\alpha d_{ij})} \sqrt{A_j}, \]  

where \( A_i \) is the area of the study site \( i \), \( A_j \) is the area of a remote patch \( j \), \( d_{ij} \) is the distance between the study site \( i \) and other patches \( j \) of the studied patch network in kilometres, and \( \alpha \) measures the spatial scale of connectivity. The value of \( \alpha \) was set to 0.7 for the false heath fritillary based on a variation of estimates in Moilanen (1999), Moilanen & Cabeza (2002) and Ovaskainen (2004).

**Management history data**

Data on current and historical land use types and management histories for the study sites were collected over the past 15 years from the records of the environmental centre and by approaching site landowners via door-to-door visits, phone calls or mailed questionnaires. In the few cases where a site had several landowners or clearly distinguishable alternate land use types, or if the study site had been extended to cover a larger area since its original discovery, the sites were split into two sites with separately defined times since discovery and site management histories.

Site management activities were classified into four types, cultivation, grazing, mowing and harrowing, and for each study site, the following parameters were estimated: the historical land use type (oldest known land use type: meadow, pasture, field or a clearcut), current land use type (Table 1), time since last management, management intensity over the past 15 years (the sum of years during which a site has been maintained during the 15-year management histories assembled) and the number of years with cultivation, mowing, grazing or harrowing activities. Sites with a current land use type of “Conservation area” were classified as conserved and sites under all other land use types were classified as non-conserved. Finally, differences between regions in terms of vegetation characteristics and the distribution of land use types were also tested for in order to ensure the comparability of data across study regions.

**Estimation of expected patch lifetimes**

**Identification of overgrown sites**

Habitat overgrowth at study sites was modelled using logistic regression models that had false heath fritillary occupancy (a binary variable) as the response variable and site area,
connectivity, time since discovery, host plant abundance (counted as the estimated host
plant density x area) and the six vegetation parameters as covariates. Following a forward
selection procedure, covariates were added to the model in the order of decreasing
statistical significance until the model AIC value could not be improved by including
additional factors. During the process, factors that had been rendered non-significant were
dropped out in the order of least statistical significance. Region was included as a covariate
in the final model to see if it was significant and whether it rendered some of the other
covariates insignificant. All analyses were performed using the software R 3.1.1 (R Core
Team 2013).

The resulting habitat occupancy model was used to predict the probability of false heath
fritillary occupancy for study sites. Sites were defined as overgrown if the predicted
probability of the site occupancy based on the habitat occupancy model was below a
threshold \( \beta \). The threshold parameter \( \beta \) was chosen so that the resulting prediction of
habitat occupancy had the highest possible predictive precision for the habitat occupancy
model.

Estimation of habitat disappearance rates and expected patch lifetimes

Survival analysis (Kleinbaum & Klein 1996) was used to estimate annual habitat
disappearance rates for false heath fritillary habitats and whether annual disappearance
rates differed per land use type or region. Survival analysis has rarely been used to model
the persistence of habitats, but has often been applied within ecology to estimating the
individual survival of animals (e.g. Blay & Cote 2001). For the survival analysis, site age was
defined based on time since discovery and study sites were classified as having disappeared
if they were either classified as at least 50 % destroyed in the field surveys, or as overgrown
by the habitat occupancy model. Survival analysis was conducted using the survival package
(Therneau & Lumley 2011) of the R 3.1.1 programming environment (R Core Team 2013).

Kaplan-Meyer survivor curves were created for the study sites (Kaplan & Meier 1958), to
plot the proportion of study sites remaining against years since site discovery. Right-
censored data were used with an exponential survival model (survreg) to test site
persistence against land use type, conservation status and region. Expected patch lifetimes
were estimated by calculating inverses of the estimated disappearance rates and their
confidence intervals. The spatial clustering of the destroyed and overgrown sites was tested
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by estimating the Moran’s I for the destroyed or overgrown status of study sites based on the 10 nearest neighbours. Moran’s I was tested using the library \textit{spdep} in the R 3.1.1 programming environment.

\textbf{Estimation of the impact of habitat management history on habitat quality}

\textit{Expert elicitation of the impact of habitat management history on habitat quality}

Nine experts in meadow succession were asked to provide estimates of how false heath fritillary meadow habitat quality develops through time following different management histories. The experts included four early-career biologists involved with false heath fritillary related fieldwork, a civil servant biologist and an amateur Lepidopterist, both with at least ten years of experience in false heath fritillary conservation planning, and three experienced meadow ecosystem researchers, each with over ten years of meadow research experience. The experts were emailed a questionnaire (Appendix S1) that included an overview of the study system and descriptions of 20 hypothetical meadows with equal environmental characteristics but varying management histories for the past 15 years. Based on these management histories, the experts were asked to estimate the quality of each hypothetical meadow as a false heath fritillary habitat (measured primarily in terms of host plant abundance and secondarily in terms of forb cover) for 1, 2, 3, 5, 10 and 20 years after the last management operation. The experts were also asked to self-evaluate their expertise in estimating the differences of alternative meadow management methods and the speed of habitat overgrowth.

\textit{Habitat quality model and comparison with study site data}

Individual expert estimates were combined into equal-weighted average estimates of habitat quality for each hypothetical meadow (e.g. Clemen & Winkler 1999, Winkler 2015). These averaged expert estimates were used to model the impact of habitat management history on how habitat quality changes through time. A generalized additive model (GAM) was fitted with a Gaussian distribution using the \textit{gam} function in the \textit{mgcv} package (Wood 2006). In this model, site quality was used as the response variable and six independent variables (historical land use type, time since last management, management intensity and the number of years with cultivation, harrowing, grazing and mowing activities) were tested as covariates. Prior to fitting, the habitat quality scores (ranging from 0-100) were transformed into proportions (ranging from 0 to 1) using the arcsine transformation.
appropriate for use with proportional data. Because there were insufficient data points to fit variables for the impact of grazing and mowing separately, these were removed from testing. The degree of smoothing for each GAM fit was determined by the GAM function’s default method. GAMs were used in a backwards stepwise procedure using AIC for model selection. The model with the lowest AIC was selected as the most suitable.

The fitted habitat quality model was used to generate habitat quality predictions for the study sites based on their management histories. Since host plant abundance proved to be the most significant predictor of habitat occupancy, the correlation between habitat quality predictions and estimated log-transformed host plant densities at study sites with different management histories was tested. The rationale of testing the correlation of habitat quality predictions against host plant densities, rather than abundances, was the expectation that similar habitat management histories would result in different host plant abundances depending on the size of the managed area. Habitat quality models based on each of the nine experts’ individual response sets were fitted in a similar manner and the respondents’ individual estimates were compared against field data (using the same process as above).

Given the significant correlation between habitat quality predictions of the model based on averaged expert estimates and estimated log-transformed host plant densities, the habitat quality predictions of the habitat quality model were scaled to their corresponding log-transformed host plant densities, to enable prediction of how host plant abundances would change over the course of time at a median-sized habitat patch (for which predicted host plant abundances could be calculated based on predicted host plant density and patch area) and when a median-sized patch would be predicted to become overgrown according to the habitat occupancy model. The habitat quality model was scaled using the formula

\[ \sum_{i=1}^{n} (\gamma_i - a\beta_i + b)^2 \]  

in which \( \gamma_i \) is the log-transformed host plant density at a study site \( i \), \( \beta_i \) is the predicted habitat quality at a study site \( i \) and \( a \) and \( b \) are scalars. Parameters \( a \) and \( b \) were adjusted to values that minimized the sum of squares of the differences between the habitat quality predictions and the log-transformed host plant densities. Next, the scaled habitat quality model predictions were used to predict changes in host plant abundance at a median-sized habitat patch initially without tree cover, and expecting an annual 15 cm increase in tree.
height; an approximate rate of increase that fits well within the standard range annual tree
growth of spruce trees in Scandinavia (e.g. St. Clair JB & Kleinschmit 1986, Örlander &
Karlsson 2000 and Eerikäinen et al. 2014). With the resulting predictions of host plant
abundances, the habitat occupancy model was used to predict after how many years the
median-sized habitat patch without tree cover would become unoccupied due to habitat
overgrowth. To test whether management histories varied across land use types, which
could lead to differences in habitat lifetimes, ANOVA models were fitted in which land use
type was a predictor variable and the significant predictors of the GAM model were
predicted values.

Results

Study site data

Vegetation data were collected at 100 of the 101 study sites (Appendix S2), one site being
classified as entirely destroyed. Study sites in SD1 and SD2 differed slightly in terms of
structure and vegetation, with study sites in SD1 being smaller (Welch.t = -2.33, P = 0.024 *)
and better connected (Welch.t = 2.61, P = 0.011 *) in comparison to SD2 (Appendix S2).
Additionally, study sites in SD1 had lower willow height (Welch.t = -3.28, P = 1.5e-3 ***),
lower percentage forb cover (Welch.t = 2.77, P = 0.0070 **) and lower host plant abundance
(Welch.t = -2.47, P = 0.016 *; Appendix S2).

Full or partial management history data were retrieved for 50 and 41 of the 101 study sites,
respectively. Six of these study sites were split into two (n=5) or three (n =1) sites due to
different land use types and four sites were split into two sites due to extensions since the
sites’ original discovery. Land use types (n=83; Table 1) differed between distribution
regions (Pearson's chi-sq. test: $X^2 = 15.18$, df = 6, $P = 0.02$), but not when the larger number
of conservation areas in SD1 was not accounted for (Pearson's chi-sq. test: $X^2 = 4.82$, df = 5,
$P = 0.44$). Historical land use types (n=82) consisted of 46 fields, 23 meadows, six pastures
and seven forest clearcuts. Study sites had been maintained on average 5.6 (SD=5.5, n=48)
times within the past 15 years, and time since last management was on average 6.2 years
(SD=10.05, n=61).
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Annual habitat disappearance rates and expected patch lifetimes

False heath fritillary occupancy at study sites was best predicted by host plant abundance and tree height (β = 65, AIC: 79.65; Table 2). Site age, region or connectivity were not significant when added to the full model. The predictive precision of the habitat occupancy model was highest when the threshold prediction level of habitat occupancy was set to β = 0.71, for which the model predicted habitat occupied and unoccupied patches correctly in 45% (n = 40) and 92% (n = 25) of the cases, respectively. Based on the habitat occupancy model, 77.8% (n = 35) and 46.7% (n = 21) of the study sites in SD1 and SD2, respectively, were predicted to be overgrown (Appendix S2).

Out of the 91 study sites with management history data, 13.2% (n = 12) and 19.8% (n = 18) were classified as fully or partially destroyed, respectively. The causes of patch disappearance were field cultivation (n = 13, 56.1% of the destroyed area) and forest growth (n = 17, 43.9% of destroyed area). The proportion of at least partially destroyed sites did not differ between distribution regions (Pearson's chi-sq. test: $X^2 = 0.35, P = 0.55$). There was no significant spatial aggregation of patch disappearance in SD1 (Moran's $I_{k=10} = -1.17, n = 35, P = 0.88$) or in SD2 (Moran's $I_{k=10} = 0.68, n = 63, P = 0.25$).

Survival analysis did not reveal differences in annual disappearance between land use types ($n = 88, X^2 = 4.88, P = 0.43$; Fig. 2A), but did indicate a trend ($n = 91, X^2 = 3.17, P = 0.075$) towards site conservation having a decelerating effect on the annual disappearance rate for sites, and that site disappearance was fastest during the first years since site discovery (Fig. 2B). Additionally, non-conserved study sites had a faster annual disappearance rate in SD2 in comparison to SD1 ($n = 78, X^2 = 15.88, P = 6.8e-5 ***$). The overall estimated annual disappearance rate of non-protected meadows was 0.076 (95% CI 0.058-0.10), which corresponds to an average patch lifetime of 13.1 (95% CI 9.9–17.3) years.

The impact of management history on habitat quality

Based on averaged expert estimates, time since last management was the most influential predictor of habitat quality, and site quality was expected to peak 2-3 years since last management (Fig. 3A). Additionally, the number of years of harrowing and cultivation were expected to have a positive impact on site quality ($n = 120, R^2 = 0.868, AIC: -283.97$, Table 3). Habitat quality predictions for study sites, which were based on the habitat quality model
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fitted using averaged expert estimates, correlated positively (Pearson correlation: 0.45, \( P < 0.001 \)) with the estimated host plant density at study sites (Fig. 3B). Based on the predictions of the habitat occupancy and habitat quality models, the latter ones scaled to their corresponding log-transformed host plant densities with scalars \( a = 5.81 \) and \( b = -5.58 \), a median-sized (1.41 ha) habitat patch without tree cover would become unoccupied due to habitat overgrowth 15 (10-20) years since last management. Time since last management of fields (median: 0, range: 0–2, \( n =13 \)) differed significantly from that of forests (median: 5, range: 0–35, \( n =13 \), pairwise t-test Bonf. corr.: \( P = 2.9 \times 10^{-5} \)) and abandoned sites (median: 6.5, range: 2–45, \( n =12 \), pairwise t-test Bonf. corr.: \( P = 0.14 \times 10^{-6} \)).

The experts self-evaluated their expertise to estimate differences between alternative meadow management methods with a mean of 2.9 (range: 2–4), and the speed of habitat overgrowth with a mean of 3.25 (range: 2–5). Habitat quality models based on individual expert estimates predicted host plant density with similar degrees of correlation as the average response model for five experts, while models for four experts failed to correlate with host plant density. While not significant, there was a slight suggestion that experts who rated their abilities more highly actually tended to perform less well in providing estimates that corresponded with observed host plant densities.

**Discussion**

This study distinguishes and models two different temporal parameters of dynamic habitats: the length and successional pattern of the seral stage of interest, and its average lifetime at a discovered habitat patch. In early-successional habitats, these parameters can differ depending on land use practices, since habitat management can reset succession back to the onset of the seral stage of interest. In this study case, the average lifetime of a habitat patch was of a similar magnitude to the time for which a median-sized habitat patch would remain habitable following management, as some temporary habitats were managed by landowners more than once before they disappeared due to overgrowth or land use changes, and others were converted to other land uses before they became overgrown. Estimating each of these parameters can therefore be useful in informing conservation efforts: the average lifetime of a non-conserved habitat patch provides information about the landowner-driven dynamics of habitat disappearance in the system and helps to
estimate species viability in the absence of management interventions (Prach & Walker 2011), and the successional pattern of the seral stage provides information about optimal management frequencies for conservation managers.

This work also demonstrates the potential for expert elicitation to act as a validation tool to address the concerns associated with the use of chronosequence data (Johnson & Miyanishi 2008, Walker et al. 2010). The model developed using this approach aligned well with the chronosequence data, giving greater support to the results. Past studies have found experts to possess useful knowledge for conservation decision-making in the absence of empirical information, but to also be less accurate than models developed from empirical data (e.g. Cerquiera et al. 2013, McConnachie & Cowling 2013, Aizpurua et al. 2015, Drolet et al. 2015), which could be seen in the variation of the responses of individual experts in our study. Though not significant, the negative association observed here between experts’ expectations of their knowledge and actual performance reflects a common finding in studies assessing expert performance (e.g. McKenzie et al. 2008, Burgman et al. 2011). The implications for conservation decision-makers looking to use expert knowledge are to avoid relying on self-ratings of expertise in selecting and weighting opinions from experts. Instead we recommend consulting a group of at least five, diverse experts and using an average of their responses, as was done here. If time permits, allowing the experts to view the responses of others in the group and to share their knowledge and reasoning could also reduce inter-expert variation and help to improve response quality (e.g. Burgman et al. 2011, Kerr and Tindale 2011).

Several practical conservation guidelines for false heath fritillary habitats arise from the habitat quality model. These results suggest that the host plant *V. sambucifolia* benefits from intermediate management frequencies that better enable the growth and seeding of the biannual *V. sambucifolia* than do annual management frequencies. Harrowing and cultivation also increase host plant densities, which suggests that *V. sambucifolia* benefits from decreased root competition against stronger competitors such as *Anthriscus sylvestris*, *Angelica sylvestris*, nettles (*Urticaria*), and a variety of grasses. These findings are in line with past studies of meadow ecosystems, which have demonstrated differential responses to alternative management methods (DeGraaf & Yamasaki 2003, Rook et al. 2004, Humbert et al. 2010) and to different management histories (Cousins & Eriksson 2002, Johansson et al. 2008, Meulebrouck et al. 2009). Management requirements may differ between the two...
distribution regions, as indicated by the slight differences between the study sites’ vegetation and the faster habitat disappearance rates estimated in SD2.

The identification of seven different land use types under which false heath fritillary habitat patches occurred highlights the degree to which different habitat patches may have different annual disappearance rates depending on their current land use type. This is in line with the argument of Wahlberg et al. (2002), who suggested that habitat patches may include successional and transient patches, the latter of which may have shorter lifetimes than normal successional patches as a result of an increased risk of destruction due to human land use. Even though we failed to demonstrate differentiated annual disappearance rates across land use types, the time since last site management differed between land use types, and Kaplan-Meyer plots indicated faster site disappearance rates at younger sites. The use of a more equal distribution of study sites across regions, land use types and times since discovery might better enable the identification of differences in land use specific disappearance rates in future studies. Providing data on the linkages between land use types and annual site disappearance rates can help with conservation planning efforts by providing more detailed information on the dynamics of the habitat patch network.

A major challenge in the study of habitat patch dynamics lies in estimating habitat overgrowth. Metapopulation theory (Hanski 1994) predicts that the proportion of unoccupied, suitable habitat patches in a habitat patch network depends on the spatial structure and extinction-colonization dynamics of the system (Hanski & Ovaskainen 2001), but in dynamic landscapes the links between patch occupancy and connectivity may be masked by the changing structure of the patch network (Hodgson et al. 2009). Ideally, links between succession and habitat occupancy should be estimated within the context of the spatio-temporal dynamics of the patch network (as e.g. in Snäll et al. 2005, Caruso et al. 2010, Donner et al. 2010). The method used here of estimating the number of overgrown sites based on the predictive precision of the habitat occupancy model is a necessary simplification when carrying out a retrospective study for which data on the past patch network dynamics are typically not available. Inconsistency across studies in the definition of patches and patch disappearance (Cizek & Konvicka 2005) also means that the estimates of patch overgrowth rates calculated here should be interpreted with caution.
While the spatial structures of endangered species’ habitat networks are increasingly well recorded in the form of GIS (Geographic Information System) data sets, temporal changes in habitat networks often go unrecorded. Our method of utilizing such GIS data sets as a basis for a retrospective study offers a means for developing a quick understanding of habitat lifetimes and factors behind habitat disappearance for early-successional habitat specialists. The applicability of our method to other systems will depend on whether it can be assumed that (i) all recorded habitats were in a habitable condition for the species of interest at the time of their identification, and that (ii) all study sites are sufficiently connected to populations of the study species, to allow for site overgrowth to be modelled based on a lack of site occupancy. Modelling the impacts of habitat management history on habitat quality either requires that the study sites’ management history can be obtained or that experts with sufficient knowledge on the study system are available. While the obtained estimates of expected habitat lifetimes can be used to simulate habitat availability given, for example, alternative conservation scenarios, the data produced by our method can also be used to justify and set time intervals for more systematic site monitoring in the future.
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**Figures**

**Fig. 1** Host plant density and habitat disappearance at a representative false heath fritillary habitat study site. Grey areas depict areas classified as destroyed as they have been taken back into crop cultivation. Numbers depict host plant density classes (class 0: no host plant, class 1: average distance of host plant ramets >5 m, class 2: 1–5 m, class 3: <1 m) and straight lines depict the locations of transect lines.

**Fig. 2** Proportion of remaining false heath fritillary habitat study sites as a function of years since discovery, depicted as Kaplan-Meyer estimator plots for a) current land use types (excluding flooded areas; see Table 1) and for b) conserved and non-conserved patches and for the estimated exponential patch disappearance rate of non-conserved sites. Median estimates (medians ± 95% CI) are depicted for current land use types (conserved vs. non-conserved patches and the estimated exponential patch disappearance rate of non-conserved sites).
Fig. 3 Comparison of a) the fitted model for the experts’ estimates of how habitat quality varies in relation to time since last management (in years; solid line) with b) the estimated host plant density at study sites against time since last management (circles) and the scaled management model impact predictions (dashed line). The grey shaded region in panel a indicates 95% confidence intervals and black dots represent the average (group) expert estimate for the different hypothetical land use histories elicited. The black dots in panel b indicate habitat sites without identified harrowing or cultivation events, to which the habitat quality model predictions were scaled. Note that a log scale was used in panel b.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current land use type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Number of study sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservation area</td>
<td>Areas demarcated as conservation areas for the false heath fritillary by environmental authorities.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private meadow</td>
<td>Meadows managed by landowners within agri-environmental schemes due to their natural value.</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tree sapling site</td>
<td>Tree plantation areas that are managed for commercial forest production.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field</td>
<td>Areas that were under crop or fodder cultivation or as temporary fallows at the time of field study.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open area</td>
<td>Areas that are otherwise not being used, but for which trees and willows are being managed to keep the site open, e.g. for aesthetic reasons or under powerline rights-of-ways. This category was not used for fields, meadows or conservation areas located under powerline areas.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandoned</td>
<td>Areas that do not have any active or planned land use e.g. due to the aging of the landowners.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooded area</td>
<td>Riverbank area that is not actively managed, but stays open due to the flooding dynamics of the river.</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2 Parametric coefficients of the best-fitting habitat occupancy model created using normalized covariates. The significance codes have been classified as *** (p<0.001), ** (p<0.01), * (p<0.05) and . (p<0.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>St. error</th>
<th>z-value</th>
<th>P-value</th>
<th>Significance code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log host plant abund. (no.)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log(x+1) Tree height (m)</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-2.22</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Parametric coefficients and smooth terms of the best-fitting habitat quality GAM model, fitted using equal-weighted averages of individual expert estimates. For the parametric coefficients, the table shows the covariates, their coefficient estimates, standard error, t-values and p-values. For the smooth terms, the table shows estimated degrees of freedom (edf), reference degrees of freedom (ref.df), the F values and p-values. The significance codes have been classified as *** (p<0.001), ** (p<0.01), * (p<0.05) and (p<0.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parametric coefficients:</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>St. error</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.763</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>&lt; 2e-16 ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smooth terms:</th>
<th>Edf</th>
<th>ref.df</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s(Year)</td>
<td>4.55</td>
<td>4.85</td>
<td>114.02</td>
<td>&lt; 2e-16 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s(Harrowing)</td>
<td>4.81</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>31.27</td>
<td>&lt; 2e-16 ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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